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QUESTION 1

In a Pipeline, the stage step_________. 

A. can be used to group a number of other steps into a logical unit for display 

B. collects a set of artifacts that can be referenced in a later Pipeline step 

C. prepares a test environment in Jenkins 

D. transfers artifacts to a staging server for testing 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following are true when using build parameters? Choose 3 answers 

A. If your Jenkinsfile specifies parameters with the "parameters\\'\\' directive, those are the only parameters recognized
when the Pipeline executes; any parameters that were specified In the "Project is parameterized" section of the Job
configuration are cleared. 

B. Use the "params" object to reference parameters that are defined on "The project is parameterized" section of the job
configuration. 

C. Use the "parameters" directive to define parameters for your Pipeline Inside your Pipeline code. 

D. If you configure a build parameter of type File, then users can specify a file on the server as build input. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

What does a flashing build icon in the Build History indicate? Choose 3 answers 

A. A groovy script needs to be approved. 

B. A build is waiting for Input. 

C. The build is waiting for an executor to be available. 

D. An agent is being spawned. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 4

Yon are an administrator of a base Jenkins master with the recommended plugin set and you want to connect a new
agent using SSH. Authentication on the remote node that will host the agent is done with an SSH key pair which your
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users must NOT be able to see or access. Which of the following is TRUE assuming your users do not have admin
rights? 

A. Use a credential "SSH Username with private key", restricted to the Scope "System", for the node\\'s SSH
authentication. 

B. You cannot use an SSH key-pair. Configure a password for the agent\\'s SSH user, and create a credential of type
"Username with password" for the node\\'s SSH authentication. 

C. Use a credential "SSH Username with private key", restricted to the Scope "Agents", for the node\\'s SSH
authentication. 

D. The SSH key will be stored in the JENKINS_HOME/.ssh folder. Configure the agent to use a key from the "standard"
SSH folder. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the purpose of the "Manage Old Data" screen under "Manage Jenkins"? 

A. Delete artifacts, togs, and backups that are no longer required. 

B. Clean up workspaces left by deleted Jenkins users. 

C. Delete outdated configurations left by uninstalled, deleted, or upgraded plugins. 

D. Delete or restore old credentials details. 

E. Prepare for migration from Jenkins 1 to Jenkins 2. 

Correct Answer: C 
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